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Abstract AGC kinases are important regulators of cell
growth, metabolism, division, and survival in mammalian
systems. Mutation or deregulation of members of this
family of protein kinases contribute to the pathogenesis of
many human diseases, including cancer and diabetes.
Although AGC kinases are conserved in the plant kingdom,
little is known about their molecular functions and targets.
Some of the best-studied plant AGC kinases mediate auxin
signaling and are thereby involved in the regulation of
growth and morphogenesis. Furthermore, certain members
are regulated by lipid-derived signals via the 3-phosphoinositide-dependent kinase 1 (PDK1) and the kinase target
of rapamycin (TOR), similar to its animal counterparts. In
this review, we discuss recent findings on plant AGC
kinases that unravel important roles in the regulation of
plant growth, immunity and cell death, and connections to
stress-induced mitogen-activated protein kinase signaling
cascades.
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Introduction
Protein phosphorylation is a conserved strategy used to
regulate various cellular functions in prokaryotes and
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eukaryotes. In animals, AGC kinases regulate signaling
events that affect cell size, cell number, and cell death, and
thereby influence growth and morphogenesis, and dysfunction of members of this kinase group cause various
important diseases, including cancer and diabetes [1]. The
AGC family of protein kinases defines a group of serine/
threonine protein kinases that share sequence similarity in
their catalytic kinase domains with cAMP-dependent protein kinase A (PKA), cGMP-dependent protein kinase G
(PKG) and phospholipid-dependent protein kinase C
(PKC) [1]. AGC kinases were found to have important
functions in the model plant Arabidopsis (Arabidopsis
thaliana) [2] and members of this family of kinases have
also been studied in other plant species such as rice (Oryza
sativa), tomato (Solanum lycopersicum), and bean
(Phaseolus vulgaris), but functions are only known for a
few plant AGC kinases [3–5].
The genome of Arabidopsis encodes 39 AGC kinases that
are classified into five subfamilies: AGCVI, AGCVII, AGCVIII, AGC other, and homologs of PDK1 [2]. In
Arabidopsis, the largest subfamily is AGCVIII, which
comprises 23 AGC kinases subdivided into the groups
AGC1, AGC2, AGC3, and AGC4 [6, 7]. Among the beststudied AGC kinases in Arabidopsis, there is the AGC3
kinase PINOID, which phosphorylates PIN-FORMED (PIN)
auxin transporters and is involved in determining polar auxin
distribution, and the AGC4 kinases PHOTOTROPIN1
(PHOT1) and PHOT2 that mediate blue light signals [8, 9].
This shows that plant AGC kinases are also involved in
growth and morphogenesis like its animal counterparts.
Furthermore, various reports show that plant AGC kinases
participate in the responses to environmental stresses,
especially in the regulation of plant immunity [3, 10–12].
Plants have an acute ability to sense and respond to
environmental stimuli. Some of the most destructive
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environmental stresses come from microbial pathogens and
the plant has evolved a multilayered innate immune system
to resist infection by the majority of pathogenic microorganisms. An early layer in plant immunity relies on pattern
recognition receptors that recognize conserved pathogen or
microbe-associated molecular patterns (PAMPs or
MAMPs), such as bacterial flagellin [13]. Characterized
plant PAMP receptors belong to the family of plasma
membrane receptor kinases (RKs) and their activation
leads to various defense responses such as an oxidative
burst, activation of mitogen-activated protein kinases
(MAPKs), transcriptional reprogramming, and finally to
PAMP-triggered immunity (PTI). For example, the Arabidopsis RK FLS2 recognizes bacterial flagellin through
binding of the peptide flg22 and initiates defense signaling
[14, 15]. PTI is generally efficient in stopping microbial
colonization and therefore successful pathogens have
evolved effectors that interfere with PTI and allow infection. Recognition of effectors by primarily intracellular
Resistance (R) proteins activates the second branch of plant
immunity known as effector-triggered immunity (ETI)
[16]. ETI is typically accompanied by a hypersensitive
response (HR) that leads to localized programmed cell
death and stops further colonization by biotrophic pathogens. Furthermore, various plant hormones are involved in
balancing defense responses and pathogens modulate hormone signaling to their benefit. In a simplistic view,
salicylic acid (SA) is necessary to combat biotrophic
pathogens, whereas jasmonic acid and ethylene are
required for defenses against necrotrophs that feed on dead
tissue. Nevertheless, recent reports show that most plant
hormones such as auxin, gibberellins, abscisic acid, cytokinins, and brassinosteroids play important roles in shaping
the outcomes of plant–microbe interactions [17].
In this review, we will focus on recent advances on the
role of plant AGC kinases in modulating the outcome of
plant–microbe interactions.

Plant AGC kinases are activated by lipid and stress
signals via PDK1 and TOR
AGC kinases possess certain common domain architecture
that includes a central kinase catalytic domain, a C-terminal regulatory region with a consensus hydrophobic
sequence and an N-terminal phospholipid-binding domain,
such as pleckstrin homology (PH), conserved region 1 (C1)
or conserved region 2 (C2) domains [1]. For many AGC
kinases, activation is achieved by phosphorylation of two
conserved regulatory motifs: the activation loop in the
catalytic domain and the C-terminal hydrophobic sequence
[1]. With these domain modules, various AGC kinases
function to transduce phospholipid signals to the
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phosphorylation of downstream targets. Even if most
membrane phospholipids have structural roles, a small
percentage is induced by environmental and endogenous
stimuli and performs important cellular signaling functions.
Some key conserved signaling lipids in eukaryotes are
phosphatidylinositol (PtdIns) lipids, diacylglycerol (DAG)
and phosphatidic acid (PA) [18, 19]. The structural lipid
PtdIns is used to produce diverse polyphosphoinositides
through phosphorylation and dephosphorylation of the
inositol head group by specific phosphoinositide kinases
and phosphoinositide phosphatases. Phospholipase C
(PLC) can cleave the inositol head group of the polyphosphoinositides to produce membrane-bound DAG and
water-soluble inositol polyphosphates. The DAG produced
through PLC-mediated hydrolysis can be further phosphorylated to PA via DAG kinase. PA can alternatively be
produced through direct hydrolysis of structural phospholipids by phospholipase D (PLD) [18, 19].
In animals, the activation of receptor kinases at the cell
surface by growth factors leads to phosphoinositide 3-kinase
(PI3K)-mediated phosphorylation of PtdIns(4,5)P2 to generate the lipid messenger PtdIns(3,4,5)P3. Animal AGC
kinases are activated downstream of PI3K by PDK1 and
mediate diverse cellular responses to these important stimuli
[1]. AGC kinases bind to PDK1 through a PDK1-interacting
fragment (PIF) domain in their C-terminal hydrophobic
sequence that docks to the PIF-binding pocket in PDK1.
Subsequently, PDK1-binding to the PIF domain results in the
phosphorylation of the activation loop of AGC kinases [20].
PDK1 is itself an AGC kinase with a C-terminal PH domain
that can bind to PtdIns(3,4,5)P3 at the plasma membrane or to
cytosolic inositol phosphates, which thereby allows the
regulation of AGC kinases with different subcellular distribution, such as membrane-bound protein kinase B (PKB,
also known as Akt) and soluble S6 kinase [21, 22]. PDK1
shows constitutive as well as lipid-inducible activity and
the regulation of PDK1-mediated activation of AGC kinases
is thought to be achieved through a previous substrate
‘‘priming’’ through changes in conformation and/or phosphorylation of the AGC kinase hydrophobic segment
[20, 23].
PDK1 is conserved in higher and lower plants [5, 24–27].
Similarly to the severe defects displayed by animal organisms or cell lines with reduced PDK1 activity [20], silencing
of both tomato PDK1 genes is lethal [3] and PDK1 gene
disruption in the moss Physcomitrella patens impairs normal
growth and resistance to abiotic stresses [25]. In rice,
mutation of the only PDK1 encoding gene leads to a mild
dwarf phenotype and its overexpression leads to enhanced
disease resistance [5]. Interestingly, Arabidopsis plants
mutated in the two PDK1-encoding genes look like wildtype plants and they are only impaired in the growth promotion conferred by the mutualistic fungi Piriformospora
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indica [28]. In sum, plant PDK1s regulate signaling pathways necessary for proper growth in normal and stress
conditions similar to what happens in animals. Plants do not
produce PtdIns(3,4,5)P3 and Arabidopsis PDK1 was shown
to bind and be activated by a wider array of lipid molecules
including PA and PtdIns(4,5)P2 [24, 29]. Whereas PINOID
was found to display phospholipid binding capability [26],
PDK1 is the only AGC kinase in plants with a known lipidbinding domain, suggesting that other plant AGC kinases
may normally integrate lipid signals via PDK1 or other
upstream regulators [2]. PDK1 has been shown to phosphorylate various AGC kinases in plants [5, 24, 26, 27, 30,
31]. Similar to animals, most plant AGC kinases possess a
PIF domain at the C-terminal hydrophobic region that is
involved in the interaction with and activation by PDK1 [24,
26]. Nevertheless, the different subgroups of AGC kinases in
Arabidopsis display differences in their PIF domains and in
their regulation by PDK1 [2, 24, 27].
In mammals, the protein kinase TOR (target of rapamycin) regulates some AGC kinases through phosphorylation
of the C-terminal hydrophobic segment [1, 32]. TOR is a
serine/threonine kinase that is highly conserved among
eukaryotes and controls cell growth and metabolism in
response to nutrients, growth factors, and stress [32, 33].
TOR forms distinct complexes with proteins that are conserved across kingdoms, such as KOG1 (kontroller of growth
1)/RAPTOR1 (regulatory-associated protein of TOR),
which is thought to serve as a scaffold that recruits substrates
for TOR, and LST8 that may function to stimulate TOR
kinase activity [32]. TOR, RAPTOR, and LST8 exist in
plants and the corresponding Arabidopsis mutants show
severe growth defects suggesting that the TOR pathway
plays an essential role also in plant development [34–37].
Furthermore, TOR seems important for plant responses to
stress, as reduced and enhanced expression of the single
Arabidopsis TOR-encoding gene correlate with reduced and
enhanced growth and stress resistance, respectively [38]. In
line with a function of TOR complexes in stress resistance,
RAPTOR1 was found to regulate the activity of the AGCVI
kinase S6K1 in response to osmotic stress [30]. Interestingly,
overexpression of PLDa3 in Arabidopsis, which leads to
increased root growth and hyperosmotic tolerance, results in
enhanced accumulation of TOR and OXI1 transcripts under
hyperosmotic stress [39]. All these data suggest a potential
stress-induced pathway including phospholipid signaling to
TOR and AGC kinases similar to animals.

Downstream targets of AGC kinases
Animal AGC kinases phosphorylate a wide range of proteins
and the targets of these kinases are involved in the regulation
of phosphorylation, transcription, translation, apoptosis, cell

cycle, and metabolism, indicating that a large amount of
cellular processes are affected by AGC kinases [1, 40]. These
kinases have similar consensus sequences for substrate
phosphorylation and as a consequence, certain proteins are
substrates of more than one AGC kinase allowing one cellular process to be regulated by various stimuli. The
preferred consensus sequences for animal AGC kinases
normally include basic residues (lysine/arginine) N-terminal
of the phosphorylatable serine or threonine [1]. For example,
the animal AGC kinases Akt, ribosomal S6 kinase (RSK) and
p70 S6 kinase (S6K) phosphorylate substrates in the
RxRxxS/T motif (R, arginine; S, serine; T, threonine and x,
any amino acid) [40]. Plant AGC kinases were shown to have
similar substrate preferences as mammalian enzymes [24,
41]. For instance, Arabidopsis AGC1-1 and OXI1 can use the
kemptide peptide as substrate and are inhibited by a kinase
inhibitor peptide derived from PKI [24], thereby resembling
animal PKA mode of function. Furthermore, similar to
mammalian cells, the Arabidopsis S6K1 was found to
phosphorylate the C-terminal segment of the ribosomal
protein S6 [30]. Therefore, although not many kinase substrates are known for plant AGC kinases, substrate
preference seems to be conserved between plant and animal
AGC kinases.
Using yeast-two-hybrid screens, different groups have
identified homologues of tomato Pti1 (Pto-interacting protein 1) as interactors and downstream targets of the OXI1
kinase in Arabidopsis and rice [11, 42–44]. Tomato Pti1 is a
serine/threonine protein kinase that is activated by the
tomato kinase Pto (resistance to Pseudomonas syringae pv.
tomato) through phosphorylation on a conserved threonine
(T233) in the kinase activation loop [45]. Substituting the
corresponding threonine with an alanine in Arabidopsis
Pti1-2 (T238) or in rice OsPti1a (T233) compromises OXI1mediated phosphorylation, suggesting that the Pti1 phosphorylation site is conserved across species even if the
upstream kinases may differ [11, 42]. As compared with the
animal AGC kinase substrates, the phosphorylated threonine
lies within a highly conserved motif that includes only one
basic residue, which is an arginine at position-4 [42, 46], but
the importance of this residue for OXI1-mediated phosphorylation has not been demonstrated.
The phosphoproteome of Arabidopsis oxi1 plants was
recently analyzed using two approaches. One used twodimensional PAGE coupled with Pro-Q diamond staining
of phosphoproteins and the other stable isotope labeling of
whole plants followed by phosphopeptide identification by
mass spectrometry [47]. These approaches allowed the
identification of proteins that were differentially phosphorylated in oxi1 as compared with wild-type Ws-2, and
therefore putative OXI1 kinase substrates, upon pathway
activation by cellulase treatment. Interestingly, among the
proteins identified, phosphopeptides corresponding to
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PDK1.2 and PLDc showed decreased and increased
abundance, respectively pointing to some possible feedback regulation of the pathway. Phosphoproteome analyses
of plants carrying loss-of-function and/or gain-of-function
mutations in AGC kinases could be a good strategy to find
their potential phosphorylation targets. Recently, an ATP
analog-sensitive version of the tomato Adi3 AGC kinase
was identified, through the mutation of a ‘‘gatekeeper’’
residue in the ATP-binding pocket to a less bulky amino
acid that thereby allows the use of bulky ATP analogs [48].
The advantage of this method is that only the modified
kinase can use the bulky ATP analogs and thus can be used
to identify their in vivo phosphorylation substrates from
plant extracts. The recent expansion of technologies for the
identification of plant kinase targets will surely prove
useful for the identification of substrates of plant AGC
kinases.

AGC kinases in plant immunity and modulation
of MAPK cascades
MAPK cascades are an important component of the signaling events induced during PTI [49]. They are minimally
composed of a MAPKKK (MAPKK kinase), a MAPKK
(MAPK kinase) and a MAPK, which activate each other by
phosphorylation and link perception of external cues by
upstream receptors with the activation of downstream targets. In Arabidopsis, the FLS2-mediated recognition of the
PAMP flg22 activates two MAPK cascades [50, 51]. One
cascade includes the MAPKKK MEKK1, the partially
redundant MAPKKs MKK1 and MKK2, and the MAPK
MPK4 and negatively regulates plant immunity. Arabidopsis mekk1, mkk1/mkk2 double and mpk4 mutants display
similar phenotypes including spontaneous cell death,
accumulation of SA and constitutive disease resistance
against biotrophic pathogens [51, 52]. MKK4/MKK5 and
MPK3/MPK6 constitute another MAPK cascade that acts
positively on PTI [50].
Plant AGC protein kinases have been shown to participate in immune responses and regulate pathogen-induced
MAPK cascades. The tomato MAPKKKa functions in the
resistance to the bacterial speck disease produced by
P. syringae pv. tomato (Pst) infection, downstream of the
Pto kinase [53, 54]. Pto is a serine/threonine protein kinase
that recognizes the Pst effectors AvrPto and AvrPtoB and
initiates ETI [54, 55]. MAPKKKa, which belongs to the
same MAPKKK family as MEKK1, positively regulates the
Pto-mediated cell death response against Pst AvrPto
infection and activates at least two MAPK cascades [53].
The AGC kinase Adi3 (AvrPto-dependent Pto-interacting
protein 3) was identified in a search for proteins that interact
with the Pto kinase in an AvrPto-dependent manner and was
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found to be a direct phosphorylation target of Pto [3]. Adi3
functions to suppress MAPKKKa-dependent cell death, as
virus-induced gene silencing of Adi3 in tomato led to the
appearance of spontaneous cell death lesions and cosilencing MAPKKKa abolished this response [3]. Furthermore, Adi3 gene silencing led to reduced growth and
enhanced resistance, suggesting that Adi3 is a broader
negative regulator of plant immune responses. Tomato
PDK1 regulates Adi3 activity, and consequently cell death,
via phosphorylation of serine 539 (S539) of the Adi3
activation loop, which is necessary for Adi3 nuclear
accumulation and cell death suppression activity [3, 56].
Therefore, it was proposed that during ETI, the Pto/AvrPto
complex sequesters Adi3 and impairs its nuclear accumulation, which allows the HR-associated cell death to occur
[57] (Fig. 1a). Interestingly, the tomato PLC-encoding gene
PLC6 is required for resistance to Pst AvrPto [58], further
implicating phospholipid signaling in Pto-mediated resistance. The Pti1 kinase previously mentioned to be a direct
target of Pto, was also found to positively regulate Ptomediated cell death when over-expressed in tobacco
(Nicotiana tabacum) [44], although no loss-of-function
phenotype has been found for this kinase likely due to
redundancy [57]. Therefore the Pto kinase triggers various
parallel kinase cascades to modulate cell death and resistance in response to P. syringae infection.
In Arabidopsis, OXI1 is required for complete activation
of MPK3 and MPK6 by H2O2 and cellulase treatments and
for resistance against the biotrophic pathogens Hyaloperonospora arabidopsidis and P. syringae [10, 12]
(Fig. 1b). OXI1 gene expression and kinase activity are
rapidly induced by PAMPs and danger signals such as
treatment with Flg22, cellulase, and H2O2 in Arabidopsis
leaves and roots [10, 59]. Interestingly, OXI1 transcriptional induction is reduced in Arabidopsis mutant plants in
the NADPH oxidase AtrbohD or by treatment with the
NADPH oxidase inhibitor DPI (diphenylene iodinium)
[12]. AtrbohD is responsible of most H2O2 produced upon
treatment with PAMPs and biotrophic pathogens [60, 61],
indicating that the production of reactive oxygen species by
NADPH oxidases mediates OXI1 induction during plant–
pathogen interactions. As mentioned before, OXI1 regulates a group of kinases named Pti1-1 to Pti1-4 due to their
similarity with tomato Pti1 [42, 43]. Interestingly, the
stress-inducible Pti1-4 was found to interact with MPK6 in
vivo and MPK3 and MPK6 were found to phosphorylate
Pti1-4 and Oxi1 in in vitro kinase assays [43]. These results
suggest a complex picture where the OXI1-Pti1-4 signaling
pathway could regulate MAPKs and/or be regulated by
MAPKs. As is characteristic for AGC kinases, OXI1
activity is regulated by PDK1 and PA was reported to
activate OXI1 in a PDK1-dependent manner [24]. Interestingly, H2O2 and flg22 lead to PDK1-independent, but
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OXI1-dependent activation of Pti1 kinases [42], showing
that other stress-induced kinases function upstream of
OXI1. Recently, a rice OXI1 signaling cascade composed
by OsPDK1, OsOXI1, and OsPti1a was shown to regulate
defenses against the causative agent of the rice blast fungus
Magnaporthe oryzae [5, 11]. In rice, perception of the
fungal PAMP chitin by a receptor kinase complex at the
plasma membrane triggers various PTI hallmarks, such as
an oxidative burst [62]. OsPDK1 and OsOXI1 are activated
by chitin and H2O2 treatments [5, 11], and therefore seem
to be activated by PAMP signaling similar to OXI1 in
Arabidopsis. Different to the observations done in tomato,
the downstream kinase OsPti1a appears to negatively regulate ETI-mediated resistance and cell death [44]. OsOXI1
signaling increases disease resistance by phosphorylating
OsPti1a and thereby releasing OsPti1a-mediated inhibition
of disease resistance [11] (Fig. 1c).
Other AGC kinases have also been involved in plant–
pathogen interactions. The protein kinase PvPK-1 is
induced in bean cell cultures treated with the fungal pathogen Colletotrichum lindemuthianum and the viroidinduced protein kinase PKV is transcriptionally induced in
tomato leaves following Potato spindle tuber viroid
(PSTVd) infection [4, 63]. Similarly to PSTVd infection
symptoms, transgenic tobacco plants overexpressing
tomato PKV exhibited dwarfism and a reduced root system,
whereas antisense suppression of PKV resulted in enhanced
growth and root development [63]. Interestingly, PKV
overexpression symptoms could be rescued by exogenous
application of the hormone gibberellic acid, suggesting that
PSTVd regulates plant growth via PKV modulation of GA
levels. These data shows that AGC kinases have evolved in
various plant species to regulate plant immunity.

What is the mechanism of cell death regulation by AGC
kinases?

Fig. 1 Schematic representation of AGC kinase signaling cascades in
plant immune responses. a The tomato AGC kinase Adi3 is regulated
by the PDK1 and Pto kinases to negatively modulate disease
resistance and programmed cell death (PCD). Two parallel kinase
pathways mediated by MAPKKKa and Pti1 kinases are activated
downstream of Pto and also participate in the modulation of resistance
and PCD. b The Arabidopsis AGC kinase OXI1 is activated by PDK1
and H2O2 and is required for disease resistance. OXI1 modulates the
stress-induced activation of the MAPKs MPK3 and MPK6, putatively
through its downstream kinase Pti1-4. c In rice, a phosphorylation
cascade including OsPDK1, the AGC kinase OsOXI1 and the
downstream kinase OsPti1a was shown to positively regulate disease
resistance and cell death in response to H2O2 and pathogen
recognition. Filled arrows represent direct regulation. Dashed arrows
represent processes comprising various or unknown steps. Doubleheaded arrows represent protein association. PA phosphatidic acid

Similar to animals, the present data suggest that a common
theme in the function of plant AGC kinases is the regulation of programmed cell death, although how this is
accomplished is not clear. In animals, AGC kinases regulate apoptotic cell death and mediate autophagy induction
by TOR [1, 64, 65]. Autophagy is a degradation process
found in fungi and higher eukaryotes that is characterized
by the formation of double-membrane vesicles, called
autophagosomes, which engulf and target cytoplasmic
contents to the vacuole and lysosome for degradation.
Autophagy-related proteins (ATGs) execute autophagy and
Arabidopsis ATG loss-of-function mutants show that
autophagy plays an important role in development and
responses to biotic and abiotic stresses [66–68]. Defects in
autophagy leading to reduced or enhanced autophagic flux
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have been shown to result in inappropriate activation of
cell death programs in animals and plants, such as senescence and apoptosis [69]. The TOR kinase complex was
recently shown to negatively regulate autophagy in plants
[70, 71]. Furthermore, Adi3 was found to interact with the
tomato autophagy protein ATG8h in yeast-two-hybrid [72].
Recent reports demonstrate that both apoptotic and
autophagy-related cell death programs play an important
role in plant immunity through regulation of HR development [66, 73]. Therefore, it will be of interest to assess
whether the role of AGC kinases in the regulation of plant
cell death programs is related to a function in the modulation of autophagy.

AGC kinases are required for the mutualistic
interaction between Arabidopsis and Piriformospora
indica
Recently, Arabidopsis OXI1 and its closest homologue
AGC2-2 were shown to participate in the symbiotic interaction between Arabidopsis and the basidiomycete P. indica
[28]. P. indica colonizes the roots of an exceptionally large
range of plants and confers beneficial traits to its hosts such
as increased growth and resistance to abiotic and biotic
stresses [74]. The colonization of Arabidopsis roots starts
with a biotrophic growth phase that is followed by a cell
death-associated colonization phase [59]. The broad host
range of P. indica suggests the beneficial interaction relies on
general and conserved recognition and signaling systems.
Accordingly, a fungal cell wall extract can induce growth
promotion and mimics the presence of the fungus at early
stages [75] and two Arabidopsis leucine-rich repeat proteins
found at the plasma membrane play a role in the interaction
[76]. These results suggest that the interaction may be based
on the recognition of a conserved PAMP at the cell surface.
Using Arabidopsis and barley (Hordeum vulgare) mutant
plants, it was established that the symbiosis requires and
alters various hormone signaling pathways. Whereas
P. indica-induced systemic resistance depends on a functional jasmonate signaling pathway [77], growth promotion
requires gibberellic acid and cytokinins [78, 79], and ethylene seems crucial for the beneficial outcome of the
interaction [80]. Furthermore, Arabidopsis mutants compromised in SA accumulation allowed increased fungal
colonization and P. indica suppresses various hallmarks of
PTI showing that suppression rather than evasion of plant
immunity is required for successful colonization [59].
A recent study used genetic and physiological analyses
to show an important role for phospholipid and OXI1
signaling in the establishment of the beneficial interaction.
At low beneficial doses, P. indica inoculation induces PA
accumulation via the phospholipases PLDa1 and PLDc,
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which in turn leads to PDK1 signaling to OXI1 and AGC22 [28]. Arabidopsis plants carrying mutations in the two
PDK1-encoding genes present in Arabidopsis PDK1.1 and
PDK1.2, as well as single mutant plants in OXI1 and
AGC2-2 are impaired in the interaction and do not show
growth promotion upon co-cultivation with P. indica [28].
Furthermore, Arabidopsis MPK3 and MPK6 are rapidly
activated in roots by treatment with the P. indica cell wall
extract and mpk6 mutant plants do not show P. indicainduced growth promotion [75]. It is not clear what
molecular function OXI1 and AGC2-2 play in the signaling
cascade induced by P. indica. P. indica changes the oxidative status of the host [74] and suppresses basal and
PAMP-induced H2O2 production in roots [28, 59]. Thus it
seems possible that OXI1 (and AGC2-2) could play a role
in modulating the oxidative stress and/or MAPK activities
upon P. indica perception. Interestingly, Arabidopsis oxi1
agc2-2 double-knockout mutant plants could not be isolated, indicating some redundant and essential roles for
these kinases [28].

Conclusions
The data gathered so far indicate that, similar to its animal
counterparts, plant AGC kinases play important roles in
plant immunity and cell death regulation. Furthermore, the
involvement of AGC kinases in the relationship with
growth-promoting endophytic fungi as well as in auxin and
light signaling position AGC kinases at the intersection
between environmental stress responses and internal
growth programs. Unfortunately, compared to the amount
of information on the molecular function of AGC kinases
in animals, research on plant AGC kinases is much less
developed. For instance, only few upstream regulators and
kinase substrates of AGC kinases are known in plants. At
least in Arabidopsis, it seems that a likely source of complexity in the study of AGC kinases comes from functional
redundancies between close homologues [28, 81–83].
Recent technical advances in mass spectrometry have
enabled the development of semi-quantitative methods to
analyze protein complex constituents and its post-translational modifications [84]. As a consequence, it now seems
feasible to study the composition and post-translational
modifications of AGC kinase protein complexes in vivo,
and thereby to identify protein partners and amino acid
residues that are important upon activation of a certain
cellular process. Furthermore, mass spectrometry analysis
of the phosphoproteome of plants carrying loss-of-function
and gain-of-function mutations in AGC kinases will help in
finding potential targets and signaling partners in planta.
The recent development of new technologies for the study
of kinases in plants will surely contribute to advance our
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knowledge on AGC kinases and the identification of their
targets.
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